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SEVERN BEACHLINE: NOW WITH EXTRA TRAINS!

Far from the madding crowd: A moody class 150 readies itself to salter out of Temple Meads
inaugurating the 2027 train to Avonmouth, following a rousing send off from FoSBR
supporters.








Bristol Mayor takes transport portfolio.
Songs of praise: Another gap filled.
Digby Watt shed back in use selling fares.
Travelling to Cirencester on the post Beeching railway.
Henbury Spur: Bristol Parkway’s second route to town.
****AGM 26 Jan 2013.****
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Bristol’s regime change: The elected Mayor takes transport portfolio.
Perhaps taking a cue from the Arab spring, the good burgers of Bristol have voted
to have their very own elected Burgermeister to take up residence in the Rathaus
on College Green. The only one out of the ten cities offered the opportunity to
vote on this issue. Sufficient Bristolians were motivated to change in a radical way
how the City is run, perhaps frustrated by the general political instability found in
the Council House. In November the independent George Ferguson duly strode
into a renamed “City” Hall sporting his red trousers and determined to set to work
on improving the city from the perspective of one studied in the built
environment. By using Brunel’s old train shed at Temple Meads for his swearing
in, the new Mayor clearly demonstrated what would be at the top item on his
agenda: Sorting out Bristol’s dire transport situation.
In forming his cabinet Mayor Ferguson has personally taken charge of the
transport portfolio allowing transport campaigners to know who to go to for the
next four years. Already FoSBR has sent a letter an open letter to the Mayor with
its concerns. Building on the success of the reinvigorated Severn Beach line and
more frequent cross city services, local Bristol rail is at last beginning to enjoy the
funding befitting of a regional capital of nearly 400,000 people. Coupled with an
individual whose track record of realising viable projects, the electrification of the
Great Western main line and Bristol Temple Meads refurbishment it could be not
only be a transport renascence but of Bristol itself.
Of course the new Mayor may be enjoying a bit of a honeymoon period, and it
remains to be seen if one individual’s force of personality can surmount the
perennial difficulties that have bedevilled Bristol’s development, will remain to be
seen. But perhaps things will be straight forward in the progressing of the
improvements we want to see in local rail in Bristol and in its role as the backbone
of all of Bristol’s transport system. FoSBR looks forward to building a fruitful and
constructive relationship with Mayor Ferguson for the benefit of Bristol and all its
citizens and those in its surrounding counties.
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GAP FILLER CELEBRATION.

Supporters watch in awe as the new service is inaugurated at Platform 1.
The improvement of the frequency of trains on the Severn Beach Line continues
with the addition of the 2037 filling a gap of nearly two hours in the evening.
However more remains to be done. Not only is there still a gap of an hour and a
half that needs to be filled in evening, but evening patronage is constrained by the
absence of a late train after 2216 making it near impossible to use the train to see
a concert, play, film or a general night out without the problems of parking, traffic
jams or finding a taxi. A 2330 train from Temple Meads would give people enough
time to for night out and return to Temple Meads to catch the last train home.
More trains for Sunday: Since introduction the number of people using the train
on Sundays has steadily increased to a point that it is necessary.
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Digby Wyatt station back in action railway use.

The sheer increase in the number of people using Bristol Temple Meads in recent
years have has forced the incumbent operator to investment in automatic fare
collection restoring some genuine railway activity the Digby Wyatt Shed . (why can’t
one select where you start a journey as well as you destination with these machines?
Is it to prevent people practicing fare avoidance by splitting their fares?) . Soon actual
trains will return to these platforms reversing the managed decline of the eighties. This
is just the beginning of the Bristol Temple Mead’s extreme make over that will increase
the size of the ticket hall, add extrances to its east side and maybe with luck include a
bus/taxi interchange at plot 6 and create civilised plaza between the station and the
town. (see FoSBR newsletter whitsun edition).
FOSBR AGM on 26 January 2013 6 30 pm – 9 pm
The Halo, 141, Gloucester Road, Bishopston is the perfect location for an AGM. The café is about
5 minutes’ walk from Redland and Montpelier Stations. As for entertainment, there are elections for
FOSBR officers, speeches and debate enhanced by a £5 buffet and a licensed bar.
‘Celebrating’ 50 years since the Beeching Report is the theme: Ever since the Beeching Report
was published on 27 March 1963, people have campaigned to defend and extend rail
services. The Severn Beach Line is a spectacular example of this. In the sixties, Avonmouth dockers
ensured the survival of the line, later the Severn Beach Line Passenger Association promoted it with
cross country trips and a Sunday service between Bristol Temple Meads and Severn Beach Stations
during August 1990. FOSBR took over in 1995.
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Cat Hobbs, FOSBR press officer 2006 - 2007 was the key player in achieving the frequent and
reliable (by Bristol’s standards) service which passengers enjoy today.
The Half Hour Train campaign in 2006/ 07 focused on pressurising Bristol City Council to hire an
additional train and train crew to improve frequency. Cat spent hours, days and weeks on research,
writing leaflets, making the case to the public, lobbying politicians and spending money. FOSBR
printed 3000 cards, 3000 fliers. Cat, the main speaker at the AGM, went on to work for Campaign for
Better Transport (CBT) …. She is now a key player in We Own It.

Spainish Group Excursion to Cirencester: Coping with a post Beeching railway.

Bristol Spanish language exchange group at Swindon ready to board train to Kemble

Cirencester was on the national rail network before the Beeching cuts. If travelling
from Bristol it would have been possible to catch a rail bus (the last ones built by
AC of Cobra fame) from Kemble. Denied this link in the post Beeching railway,
reaching Cirencester by rail from Bristol resulted in an 8km walk from Kemble
station. Taking place on a Sunday meant that there were no buses from
Cirencester and a shortage of taxis to ferry the party back to the Kemble before
nightfall. The reconnection of medium size towns most become a priority for
Network rail/DfT. The more of these towns that are plugged in the more useful
the rail network becomes overall thus strengthening branch and main lines in all
other parts of the country.
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Network Rail Engineering: Whitehall doesn’t do engineering.
The privatisation of the railways not only caused the demise of British Rail but also
that of British Rail Engineering Limited, the engineering, design and development
arm of British Rail. Responsible for the design and development of the High Speed
Train 125 , The Advance Passenger Train rushed into service before it was mature
enough for passenger service only to be canned by then government even when
dedicated engineers ironed out the easily surmountable problems and see the
technology sold to Fiat only to be sold back to the UK in the form of the Pendolinos
that run on the West Coast Main Line. Moreover the APT still holds the record
between Glasgow and London. But BREL still manage to salvage what was left
from the project and project the excellent 225s that are worked by Directly
Operated Railways on the west coast main line (ever wonder why the side lean in
on the 255? There was still a hope to introduce its tilting function).
BREL was the lead railway engineering organisation supported by the likes of
Metro Cammell (gone), building rolling stock, pursuing R&T and exporting
overseas. But following rail privatisation, BREL was broken up and sold off. The
feast and famine of UK rail procurement up until the recent rail reawakening by
Government has reduced train building in the UK to a rump in the form of
Bombardier’s factory in Derby. The DfT now has a rail department who by now
must have recruited signifigent rail engineering expertise to advise ministers and
civil servents. But they must be depending on the services of consultants.
Something akin to BREL is being recreated within Whitehall, which seems that it
should be spun out and made a not for profit engineering organisation capable of
research and development working closely with Network Rail to provide the
engineering excellence needed to support and grow Britain’s railway.
Road to social and economic growth. Despite the cuts in other areas of
government expenditure, rail investment seems to be a special case not
withstanding McNulty the list of capital investment continues to grow and will
continue to do so as the increased demand for rail driven by these investments
demands even more improvements . As it is now understood to be an catalyst for
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social and economic development on a crowded island. To ensure that this
success continues a core of engineering excellence has to be developed in this
country that takes industrial decisions away from the civil servants and puts it into
the hands of railway professionals.
Bristol Parkway: Ready for the Henbury Loop apart from a 4th platform.

Bristol Parkway. Bristol’s northern hub, it only needs a fourth platform and connection to the Henbury Loop.

Bristol Parkway has come a long way from being a collection of Portakabins , developing into
Bristol Temple Meads northern twin. These two stations working in tandem are the “anchor
stores” of the proposed Greater Bristol Metro. But like the modern shopping mall they require
the equivalent of small shops between them in the form of stations such as Horfield, Ashley
Hill, Stapleton Road and Lawrence Hill on Filton Bank (with four tracks of course) with all the
stations on the Henbury Loop and the Severn Beach Line from Avonmouth to maximise their
potential. Add a line to Thornbury, reconect to the Forest of Dean via a newly rebuild Severn
rail bridge at Sharpness and reopen stations at Winterbourne, Wickwar and Berkley and Bristol
Parkway will become an uber interchange in its own right. Who knows it may end up needing
a major remodelling to add a 5th or 6th platform to cope.
Correction: In the last issue of the FoSBR newsletter it was stated that Bernard Kennedy was a
member of the RMT. He does of course belong to ASLEF. FoSBR Apologies for this mistake.
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A thank you from the treasurer.
Thank you to everyone who has supported FOSBR during 2012. Your subscriptions and
donations have come to nearly £2,000 this year - which is excellent and has helped
build up our fighting fund. There is lots more that FOSBR needs to do in the coming
year and so we invite you to renew membership again for 2013. A renewal form is
enclosed with this newsletter.
Tony Lloyd, Membership Secretary.

FoSBR’s Annual General Meeting.
26 January 2013 6 30 pm – 9 pm
41, Gloucester Road, Bishopston.
Near to Montpelier Station.
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